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ABSTRACT
Vocal shortcuts, short spoken phrases to control interfaces,
have the potential to reduce cognitive and physical costs
of interactions. They may benefit expert users of creative
applications (e.g., designers, illustrators) by helping them
maintain creative focus. To aid the design of vocal shortcuts
and gather use cases and design guidelines for speech interaction, we interviewed ten creative experts. Based on our
findings, we built VoiceCuts, a prototype implementation
of vocal shortcuts in the context of an existing creative application. In contrast to other speech interfaces, VoiceCuts
targets experts’ unique needs by handling short and partial
commands and leverages document model and application
context to disambiguate user utterances. We report on the
viability and limitations of our approach based on feedback
from creative experts.

Figure 1: The interface of VoiceCuts includes a panel that
opens when the user wants to talk (here with command “duplicate logo”) and a customization and history panel that
shows recent commands and allows the user to specify custom vocal shortcuts.
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• Interaction paradigms → Natural language interfaces.

Professional creative applications for design, drawing, photo
editing, or even slide creation support an extraordinarily
broad set of features. To maintain creative focus, experts
develop or learn practices that accelerate access to common
functions. Combinations of procedural memory (i.e., muscle
memory) and affordances for accelerating performance, such
as keyboard shortcuts, can help to reduce cognitive and physical interaction costs. However, there are many barriers to
learning and adopting these behaviors. Keyboard shortcuts,
custom panels, and macros can make access more efficient,
but past research shows that keyboard shortcuts are hard to
learn [20]. Manual interface customization is rarely done by
users [38] and automated adaptive interfaces that dynamically change the interface may interfere with the memory for
certain widgets that experts develop based on placement [15].
Even those who use an application daily can struggle to find
tools they don’t use often and may be slow to open the right
panel at the right time due to the sheer number of options.
Taken together, the cognitive costs of learning, recalling, and
integrating ‘accelerators’ into practice may lead even experts
to ‘settle’ for slower interactions. Furthermore, many traditional UIs, and accelerators, assume mouse and keyboard
input. For the many creative experts who use tablets and
stylus pens as primary input devices, this introduces significant physical costs as they must maneuver away from their
primary devices to invoke most shortcuts.
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